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Introduction
The cannabis industry has traditionally been fragmented, untrustworthy, and illicit, but it is now moving
towards greater legitimacy. New research shows powerful health benefits of cannabis and strong social
movements are pushing for increased legalization. One way to improve the reputation of the industry
is to modernize it, make it standardized, fully verifiable, and built on a system of trust between patients,
doctors, growers, and suppliers. The blockchain technology offers an ideal solution. Since blockchain
holds an immutable ledger and assured contracts, it can easily accommodate the recording and storing
of all product life cycle events, verify patient identification, assure payments, and more.

Governments around the world have been restricting and
penalizing cannabis users and businesses for decades.
Yet, we are seeing developments that push governments
to establish, regulate, and encourage an open and fair
market for the use and sale of cannabis.
As a result of the rising worldwide tide of cannabis
acceptance, which has led to medicinal legalization
in countries around the world, experts estimate the
burgeoning legal weed industry could be worth $146
billion by 2025.
Canada and California’s legalization of recreational
cannabis show further commodification of the once
forbidden plant is as assured as it is lucrative.
However, these few progressive attitudes haven’t been
echoed globally, and currently, the $150 billion cannabis
industry keeps struggling with a patchwork of laws and
regulations around the world.

Because there has been no standardization of worldwide
regulations to allow for the legal trade of cannabis, it
has been forced underground, increasing the suffering
of many ill people, preventing efficient and accurate
business practices, adding to the crime rate, and losing
state governments a great deal of potential tax revenue.
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Problems
Before cannabis can fulfill its health benefit potential, there are a series of
problems that need to be overcome:
• Dated prohibition laws that label cannabis with an
erroneous classification

• A patchwork of laws that differ from county to county,
state to state, and country to country

• Payment laws that make it nearly impossible to use
traditional banking or credit solutions

• No established standards for purity, lab testing, ID
verification, organic or eco friendly certifications,
prescriptions, THC/CBD potency, start-to-finish
tracking, and so on.

• Uneducated politicians guided by obsolete and
incorrect information
• Social stigma and public opinion against cannabis
• Poor and inefficient distribution system

• Few places that allow cannabis businesses to rent
office space (so-called “Green Zones”)

Blockchain approach
New blockchain technology presents a solution to
most of these problems.
Smart contracts built on a blockchain erase
borders and unite dedicated people throughout
the world.
These committed advocates can use social
platforms to change laws, stop prosecutions, and
ultimately legalize cannabis.

Moreover, they can also build applications
that make the industry safe, responsible, and
organized via standardization and tokenization.
This passionate focus on one emerging industry
can help pool strong talent in this area so as to
achieve maximum results.

The cannabis industry is in the early stages of transitioning from an illicit to a legal economy.
Of the $53 billion spent on cannabis in 2016 in the United States alone, only $7 billion was spent
through legal channels. Clearly, legalizing the system will open a floodgate for new businesses.

Blockchain-based smart contracts provide accountability in a way no other
technology can offer:

An immutable ledger
offers permanent
verification of every
past transaction,
building trust;

All product lifecycle
events are stored
forever in
an easy-to-retrieve
system;

Multiple apps can
simultaneously
interact with any
piece of information
stored in blockchain;

Security and privacy
mechanisms
guarantee
anonymous patient
identification;

Realtime
peer-to-peer
transactions are
shared across the
globe.

BLOCKCHAIN
USE CASES
FOR CANNABIS
However, these few progressive attitudes haven’t been
echoed globally, and currently, the $150 billion cannabis
industry keeps struggling with a patchwork of laws and
regulations around the world. Because there has been
no standardization of worldwide regulations to allow
for the legal trade of cannabis, it has been forced
underground, increasing the suffering of many ill
people, preventing efficient and accurate business
practices, adding to the crime rate, and losing state
governments a great deal of potential tax revenue.

Some examples of smart contract/blockchain uses within
the cannabis industry include:
Blockchain verification of medical marijuana IDs and prescriptions:
This could be an interface for doctors to sign, vendors and government to verify, with doctors paid in PRG.
There could be a small fee for each verification.
Supply chain transparency:
Like all supply chains, legal marijuana industries can benefit from the enhanced systems of provenance
that the blockchain can provide if all participants buy in. Track and trace activity logs, transfers,
permissions, safety concerns (i.e.,who handles, expiration of perishable items), and more.
Secure management of private information stored in blockchain.
Patients own and control their data without compromising security or limiting companies’ and authorities’
ability to provide personalized services. They are not required to trust any third-party and are always aware
of the data that is being collected about them and how it is used.

Share document via smart contracts:
Contracts accompany purchase orders. As conditions change, rules change, or the availability changes, so
the contract can be automatically adjusted.
Payments facilitation through peer-to-peer transactions across the globe:
marijuana-linked digital currencies traded on crypto exchanges, used to pay for goods and services, and
liquified when necessary.
Taxation facilitation:
if sales figures become immutable and certain, by extension, taxation could become more precise, audits
simpler for all parties.
Secure transfer of assets:
Record the quantity of assets such as pallets, trailers, containers, as they move between supply chain
nodes.

Purchase order tracking:
Change orders, receipts, shipment notifications, or other trade-related documents as needed.

Assignment and verification of certifications or certain properties of physical products:
For example, determining if a food product is organic or fair trade, lab-tested pure CBD or pure THC,
amounts of the active ingredient, etc.

Linkage of physical goods to serial numbers, barcodes, digital tags like RFID, etc.

While all of the cases above are possible to manage through blockchain technology, it needs to be top-down cannabis
industry-mandated and universally accepted to take form. Because the blockchain is a network of peers, both the
sender and the receiver need to exist on the same blockchain.
Fortunately, the cannabis industry is still in its formative stages, and within its reach is the possibility of building
something more efficient, democratic, distributed, and sustainable than mainstream business has established.

Thailand perspective
Thailand has approved the use of cannabis and
kratom plants for medicinal use only. Adult use
of recreational cannabis remains illegal. The
lifting of restrictions related to medicinal use of
both plants applies to production, import, export,
possession and use. Purveyors, producers and
researchers will require licenses to handle the
plants, while patients will need prescriptions for
medical purposes.

While the legal framework is still in the process
of finalization, it is clear that the government
will impose track-and-trace regulations in some
form to be able to minimize unlawful diversion
of cannabis products and enable regulators to
check in and ensure that all the proper taxes and
fees have been paid by the responsible licensed
entities.

The use of blockchain technology enables equal visibility
of activities and reveals where an asset or product is
at any point in time, who owns it, and what condition
or state it is in. This type of transparency brings a new
level of control to regulators and provides assurance
to the multitude of stakeholders regarding the way the
management of a supply chain is rolled out.

UTILIZING BLOCKCHAIN IN TRACK AND TRACE
SHOULD:
• minimize or eliminate the potential for records to be
altered by bad actors, thereby ensuring that cannabis
is not illegally diverted;

In the context of legalized cannabis, blockchain can help
Thailand government take control of sourcing, selling,
and pricing of products, thereby reducing or eliminating
black market sales completely.

BLOCKCHAIN IN THE CANNABIS INDUSTRY
CAN:
• provide a secure and comprehensive system for
verification of patient and caregiver identification;
• track-and-trace technology from seed to sale;
• secure transfer of assets between licensees;
• verify of laboratory testing results;

• improve efficiency to enable regulators to quickly
identify contaminated batches, thereby improving
consumer safety;

• link of physical goods to serial numbers, barcodes,
and digital tags.

• allow regulators to check in and view the supply chain
to verify track and trace compliance and ensure that
all taxes and fees have been paid.

An unhackable, immutable track-and-trace solution could
provide an industry marred by crime, corruption and
black market activity with much needed security and
transparency.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
A real-time blockchain tracking system is a viable
technical solution architecture to achieve Thailand
government goals for cannabis regulation.
If proven effective, this solution could reduce regulatory
costs for a government and help to enhance public
safety. This could be done by monitoring product sales
performance to undermine illegal markets, reduce
crime, and prevent product diversion.
We propose a vision of a platform that would handle all
operations and transactions between the stakeholders
in the Thailand cannabis industry.

The platform will cover all the levels of the industry,
including growers, logistics, manufacturers,
dispensaries/clinics, labs/research facilities, regulators,
and auditors.
Moreover, the platform will manage the entire process,
from receiving a prescription and growing a particular
strain to processing delivery orders ensuring that a
specific company is complying with all the government
regulations.
Businesses and organizations will be able to join the
platform on a subscription/fee distribution basis.

We assume the following key functionalities
available on the platform:
Supply chain modules for
growers, manufacturers and
carriers
Supply chain module for secure storage of track and
trace activity logs, transfers, permissions, certificates.
Every step in the process of production and delivery
of cannabis product from farm to the pharmacy can
be digitized and recorded to an immutable ledger to
provide transparency and visibility for all the participants.
The module will provide unique product identifiers and
tracing information to manufacturers, distributors,
dispensers and regulators in shared ledger with
automatic verification of important information.

Prescription issuance,
validation and usage
module for physicians and
patients
Physicians and pharmacies will exchange tokens that
will represent prescriptions in the system. This token will
be paired to each specific prescription, securely verifying
the prescription’s origin from the point of creation by the
medical practitioner. Pharmacies and e-pharmacies will
be able to access that data and send notifications to
patient if the prescribed medicines are available in the
pharmacy.
Each prescription will be digitally signed by the platform.
By signing the prescription, the platform will verify that
the prescription is valid and that the physician has been
authenticated with sufficient means (depending on
prescription type).

USER DASHBOARDS
Client DApps (decentralized applications) on web and mobile platforms will provide secure access to user dashboards on the
blockchain and allow supply chain stakeholders to overview and manage the process of cannabis and kratom production, and medical
professionals, pharmacists and patients to securely prescribe and obtain these products according to Thailand laws and regulations.

Medical
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• Manage a queue of
approved prescriptions
that have not yet been
accepted, declined, or
revoked.

• See personal prescription
history and verify that the
prescription has been filled
by a particular pharmacy

• The necessary levels of
access to the platform
can be provided to a
third-party entity (private
or government) which is
required by law to audit
prescription transactions.
Examples could include
the DEA or healthcare
organizations.

— including farmers, carriers
and manufacturers

• View personal prescribing
history and the entire
prescription history of
the patients that they are
approved to view.
• Issue new prescriptions by
filling out the necessary
fields on an electronic
form.

• For each prescription, see
the relevant information,
and view a comprehensive
list of the patient's
prescription history.

• Verify that a pharmacy
fulfils the prescription.
• Get notifications when
a new prescription is
created and transmitted
by a physician, accepted
and filled by a pharmacy,
and when a refill of their
prescription is available.

• Prescription records on the
platform will be auditable
by boards of pharmacy, the
pharmacies themselves,
and the physicians.

• Record product status at
each stage of production
• See where each batch of
raw product comes from,
each processing and
storage step in the supply
chain, and the product
expiration date.
• In the event of a product
recall, track which batches
are affected and who
purchased them.
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